August 14, 2017

Avnet SOM LifeCycle

To Whom It May Concern;

Avnet has designed the SOM products including MicroZed, PicoZed, UltraZed, MMP, and Mini-ITX with a sustained product lifecycle in mind. It is our intent that these boards would be manufacture able for 10 years from their introduction and beyond in support of our customer’s commercial product needs.

When business conditions make it necessary to discontinue a product an EOL notice will be issued with a lifetime buy opportunity enabling customers to secure inventory necessary to sustain their products.

It is difficult to predict the possible scenarios but Avnet is dedicated to supporting our customers. Our commitment is that if Avnet ever becomes unable or unwilling to support the requirements for these products we will provide the fabrication files enabling the customer to build to suit their own needs.

Let me know if you have questions.

Best Regards,

James Jaksich